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Abstract. As social distancing is becoming the new normal, technology holds the potential to bridge this societal gap through novel interaction modalities that allow multiple users to collaborate and create
content together. We present Jammify, an interactive multi-sensory system that focuses on providing a unique digital art-jamming experience
with a visual display and a wearable arm-sleeve. The ‘jamming-canvas’
visual display is a two-sided LED light wall (2 m × 6 m) where users can
draw free-hand gestures on either side and switch between two view
modes: own-view and shared-view. The arm-sleeve uses shape-memoryalloy integrated fabric to sense and re-create a subtle and natural touch
sensation on each other’s hands. We describe the details of the design
and interaction possibilities based on the diverse combinations of both
input and output modalities of the system, as well as ﬁndings from a
user study with ten participants.
Keywords: Digital drawings · Large displays · Collaborative
drawing · Crowd and creativity · I/O Interface · Haptics · Touch
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Introduction

Dynamic media jamming interfaces allow users to engage and compose improvised artworks [11]. Collaborative drawing can be considered as one potential
jamming application that promotes creativity between individuals [38]. When
two individuals are engaged in collaborative drawing, the shared-canvas is converted into a common-platform in which they can communicate their creativity
and emotions [7,44,75]. Previous studies reveal that large displays enable interactions from afar [61], as well as interactions that are simple [30,66]. Therefore,
enabling collaborative drawings in a large display could be used to provide a
unique art-jamming experience for users [65].
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Fig. 1. Jammify comprised of a jamming-canvas based on a two-sided large LED display (a, b) that enables collaborative drawing with free-hand gestures (c). A wearable
forearm augmentation (d) provides additional feedback by recreating natural touch
sensations.

Building upon prior work on large displays towards collective playful interactions [14,45] and the current state of the world, we present Jammify. Our system
comprises a shared drawing canvas based on a two-sided large-scale LED display. Two individuals can use Jammify to draw with free-handed gestures on each
side, creating a novel system for playful, open-ended interactions, and casual creativity for everyday pedestrians in public spaces. Both users are interconnected
through a wearable arm-sleeve which can sense and recreate a natural touch
sensation on the skin. The arm-sleeve, that extends prior work [52], acts as an
integrated [49] communication channel between the two users, allowing them to
sense and share subtle aﬀective touch reactions on each other’s forearms while
maintaining appropriate social distancing. For the visual modality, two users
can switch between diﬀerent modes: own-view and shared-view, through the two
conversely connected displays. We see this as an important aspect to consider
in collaboration, given that shifts to using remote-based systems largely lack a
multi-sensory experience. Although remote tools have vastly improved over the
years, we are looking towards an assistive augmentation [34], that also facilitates
multi-sensory feedback among users for shared content creation.
In this paper, we describe the technical implementation and the interaction
possibilities of the system. In addition, we discuss how Jammify enables multiple interaction possibilities, such as collaborative, competitive, and exploratory
tasks. Finally, we evaluated the eﬀects of Jammify on user perception and experience across various proposed interaction modalities. In summary, we contribute
with: 1) a system that allows user to experience a unique digital art-jamming
experience based on visual feedback and the sensation of touch. 2) user evaluation of the Jammify with ten users to understand users’ perception of the digital
art jamming experience.

2

Related Work

Our research is based upon prior work on (1) haptic-aﬀect interfaces that
empower person-to-person interaction, (2) jamming interfaces that allow users to
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engage in improvised collaborative tasks, as well as (3) interactive large displays
that enable multi-user interactions in-the-wild.
2.1

Haptic-Aﬀect Interfaces

There has been a signiﬁcant amount of work focusing on haptic interfaces that
enable interactions between multiple users to express aﬀections [21,50]. Particularly, interacting with multi-modal aﬀective feedback methods, such as visual
and haptic modalities, has been proven to be more inﬂuential in enabling an
immersive user experience [2,36,74]. Previous research [8,9] imply the possibility of making people co-present by sharing and communicating touch feelings through abstract interfaces. Technological advancements with vibration
motors renders vibrotactile feedback as one of the most utilised modes to convey
aﬀect-related information [57,58,71]. However, non-vibrating interfaces, such as
Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) based wearable interfaces [28,31,42,51,52,54,67]
are becoming a popular alternative for vibrotactile interfaces as they are more
natural and expressive [31]. Moreover, SMA demonstrates multiple advantages,
such as eﬃciency in large-amplitude actuation [35], competitive Power-to-Weight
ratio [41], and a smaller form factor. Some of the early explorations concerning SMAs such as Sprout I/O [16], HapticClench [29], and Tickler [43] exhibit
insights about using SMAs in the research domain. Nakao et al. proposed ShareHaptics [55], an SMA-based haptic system that allowed multiple remote participants to share haptic sensations via the hands and feet depending on the
application. Recently, Springlets [31] explored six expressive sensations on the
skin using a single ﬂexible sticker based on SMA springs. Touch me Gently [52]
proposes a forearm augmentation that can mimic the natural touch sensations
on the forearm by applying shear-forces on the skin using an SMA matrix conﬁguration. In this work, we build upon Touch me Gently [52] to sense touch and
share emotive information between a pair of users.
2.2

Art Jamming Interfaces

Dynamic media jamming interfaces allow multiple users to engage with generative multimedia systems to compose impromptu artworks, particularly in
the audiovisual domain [11]. They mainly focus on multi-user interaction and
the interfaces associated with collaborative interactions. These have gained an
increasingly important role over single-user multimodal interfaces in humancentered designs, as they facilitate multiple users to work in group tasks [6,20].
For example, VJing is a format of real-time visual performance art that conducts concurrently with music sessions as a visual backdrop, allowing users to
manipulate diﬀerent video streams in real-time [69]. Meanwhile, drawing can be
a potential collaborative platform for users to perform jamming sessions. Even
before the invention of languages, drawing was one of the earliest ways in which
humans conveyed expressions and ideas [12,24]. Nowadays, users generally have
the tools to become digital artists by adjusting several parameters in the particular system using graphical or physical controller interfaces [11,33]. For instance,
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BodyDiagrams [37] proposes an interface that enables the communication of pain
symptoms via drawing. Similarly, considerable work has been done in the medicinal domain to evaluate the expressiveness of drawing in aiding interpretations,
diagnosis, and recovery [26,27,64]. Drawing has also been used as a tool to interpret certain emotions of users [25,48,72], essentially demonstrating the inﬂuence
of drawing in aﬀective communication. Our work adds to this body of work by
having the display act as a bridge between socially distanced individuals and as
an interactive medium to connect them.
2.3

Interactive Large Displays

Amongst the multiple advantages of large displays, recent past work has also
considerably highlighted performance beneﬁts [62] and user satisfaction [17].
Additionally, psychological gains are also among the signiﬁcant advantages of
large displays as they aid memory improvement [18], peripheral awareness [17],
and spatial knowledge [5], etc. Alternatively, large displays have been employed
in shared surfaces across multiple users as they trigger and boost communication among unknown persons [10,46], enhance co-located collaborative activities [53,63], and facilitate the sense of community [15,63]. For instance, Zadow
et al. [70] explored the multi-user interaction between personal devices and large
displays. In addition, Graﬃto [65] presents a case study that explored the ways
crowd-based performative interaction happens with large-scale displays. Generally, interactive displays invite users to creatively express themselves through the
display. Although most interaction methodologies share texts or images over a
personalised device, such as a mobile phone [3,14,23,45,56,70,73], there has been
considerable interest in the HCI community to blend the natural gestures of users
with large display interactions [1,39]. Sensing mechanisms such as motion tracking systems [47], mid-air gestures [10], and gaze estimations [40] have already
been deployed in large displays. In this work, we combine sensing with natural
touch sensation feedback for a multi-sensory experience.

3

Jammify

The goal of Jammify was to encourage users to engage in spontaneous and
impromptu interactions, either with each other or with the system itself. We
see this being especially useful currently, given that the ongoing pandemic has
negatively aﬀected human interaction. Jammify facilitates these interactions by
being a bridge that provides both visual and haptic modalities while maintaining
social distance. Moreover, one of our primary considerations while designing
Jammify was to prevent users from physically contacting the wall or with each
other while interacting with the system.
The overall design architecture of Jammify has two main components, the jamming canvas (public visual feedback) and the arm-sleeve (private haptic feedback).
The jamming-canvas is the platform where two users can perform digital drawings
using simple mid-air hand gestures. The augmented arm sleeve (see Fig. 1d ) connects users with a channel to share remote touch sensations between them.
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Fig. 2. Jammify System Architecture: Two large displays visualize the illustrations
users draw. Light controllers control the two large displays according to the gesture
classiﬁer and hand tracker sensed by two depth cameras. The augmented arm-sleeve
incorporates an 8-layer design; a) Electrical insulation layer, b) Copper layer 1, c)
Velostat sheet, d) Copper layer 2, e) Thermal dissipation layer, f) SMA wire layout, g)
Adhesive and stretchable textile, h) Thermal and electrical insulation layer.

3.1

Jamming Canvas

The jamming-canvas consists of a large LED display and a pair of depth cameras
that can track and detect free-hand gestures. The light display controllers and
the depth cameras are controlled by a central computer.
Light Display: The Jammify canvas is a two sided 2 m × 6 m large canvas
made using ten light panels. Each panel has four strands, illuminating 180 iColor
Flex LMX LEDs installed to a plywood panel as shown in Fig. 1a. Altogether,
the entire canvas has 1800 individually addressable, full-color LED nodes. Each
node produces a maximum of 6.56 candela of light output while consuming just
1W of power. The light strands were connected to 8 Philips color kinetic light
controllers with an inbuilt Ethernet controller that allowed individual nodes to
be addressed. We deployed the jamming-canvas right beside the main entrance of
a building, facilitating impromptu interactions with Jammify among people who
pass through. Initial observations show that users were curious to examine the
inside of the wall to see how it is made. Therefore, we integrated a ‘behind-thescene’ into our design by keeping an opening for the light display (see Fig. 1b)
for people to see inside.
The shared jamming-canvas operates in two modes: (1) Own-View (OV)
allows two users to draw on the light display individually as two separate drawings, and (2) Shared-View (SV) enables both users to work on the same drawing
simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 3e and 3f. In the OV setting, two users work on
their own illustration independently on the two-sided light displays. For instance,
the OV mode is more suitable for a competitive task, whereas the SV mode is
more suitable for a collaborative task. When no participants are present, all
the lights of the display start fading in and out slowly, creating an appealing
eﬀect [32] for the people passing by.
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Fig. 3. Jammify enables multi-user interaction possibilities based on the diverse combinations of the following modes; (a) One-to-One (O2O), (b) Gestures-to-Shapes (GTS),
(c) Touch-to-Touch (T2T), (d) Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G), (e) Own-View (OV), (f)
Shared-View (SV), (g) Feeling-User (FU), and (h) Feeling-Drawing (FD).

Depth Camera: To control lights using hand gestures, we mounted two Intel
RealSense D435 depth cameras [13] on top of both sides of the canvas (see
Fig. 2). To track hand movements, we wrote a Unity application using Nuitrack
SDK [59]. The position of the hand is mapped to the corresponding pixel coordinates of the light display. To enable drawings on the canvas, we interfaced
the Intel depth cameras with iColor Flex LMX LEDs by using a software controller implemented using ‘color kinetics’ Java Processing API, along with a TCP
library to interface with Unity.
We propose two ways of transforming the interaction in front of the display
(see Fig. 3a and 3b) based on the geometrical location of the hand: (1) Oneto-One (O2O) maps the position of the hand to the one-to-one pixel coordinate
of the display, and (2) Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) maps the free-hand gestures,
namely swipe-up, swipe-down, swipe-left, and swipe-right to approximations of
pre-deﬁned shapes, namely circles, triangles, squares, and lines respectively to
create collage type illustrations. Both users can switch between diﬀerent modes
by performing a hand-waving gesture. Holding the hand in the same spatial
location for a period of three seconds would allow the user to choose diﬀerent
colours for the drawing. Furthermore, users can reset the jamming-canvas by
performing a push gesture. Jammify supports one user per side of the set-up.
We marked a speciﬁc location in front of the display where users can interact.
When a user interacts with the system, other people, such as onlookers, are
ﬁltered out based on the horizontal distance from the display.
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Augmented Arm Sleeve

We propose the inclusion of arm sleeves for two key reasons. Firstly, we wanted
to pair a haptic modality with the jamming canvas to transmit subtle touch
sensations among users. Secondly, we are looking towards an easy-to-put-on
wearable device with a relatively large surface area for interaction with the hands.
Arm sleeves [52] is one such device that enables users to pass subtle emotive touch
responses among each other. Furthermore, it is easy to wear, as the forearm is
a suitably large surface area without being obtrusive. The arm sleeve comprises
of two main components; (1) Sensing Layer Stack to sense and classify the
touch gestures performed on the forearm using a Force-Sensitive Resistor (FSR)
matrix, and (2) Actuation Layer Stack to recreate the touch sensation of the
skin by actuating an SMA-based plaster matrix, placed on top of each other on
the forearm of the user.
Sensing Layer Stack: The sensing layer stack is based on 15 FSRs in a
5 × 3 matrix that covers most of the forearm area. A pressure sensitive conductive sheet (Velostat) was placed in between two non-attached copper layers
(see Fig. 2a to 2d ). Depending on the applied force on the node, the Velostat
changes the conductivity and the connectivity of the two non-attached copper
nodes. An overall sampling rate of 50Hz was achieved by switching between ﬁve
rows of digital outputs and three analog inputs. The topmost layer is an electric
insulation layer to eliminate direct contact between the copper nodes and the
skin.
The sensing layer stack of the augmented arm-sleeve incorporates the realtime 2D coordinates associated with the touch gestures performed on the forearm. Based on these touch locations, Jammify allows users to interact in two
ways (see Fig. 3c and 3d ): (1) Touch-to-Touch (T2T) that maps the touch locations of the hand to the exact SMA patch on the augmented arm-sleeve of the
other user, and (2) Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G) that classify six touch gestures
performed on the forearm (stroking down the arm, stroking up the arm, grabbing
the arm, grabbing the wrist, encircling on the arm, and encircling on the wrist)
and activates the same actuation pattern in the SMA matrix.
Actuation Layer Stack: We developed the actuation part of the forearmsleeve based on recent research work that demonstrated recreating the perception
of natural touch sensation on the skin [52]. This was implemented with an SMAbased ﬂexible plaster matrix design with four layers, as shown in Fig. 2 e to h,
to generate shear-forces on the skin. In Jammify, we added a top layer to allow
both sensing and feedback.
The arm-sleeve interface of Jammify also has two operating modes: (1)
Feeling-User (FU) mode that allows users to share touch responses via the forearm augmentation, and (2) Feeling-Drawings (FD) mode that enables users to
feel the artworks drawn on the jamming-canvas (see Fig. 3g and 3h). In FU, a
user can receive haptic responses in the form of feedback, guidance, or reaction
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Fig. 4. Jammify’s Interaction space composes two dimensions: Number of users (Singleuser Interactions versus Two-user Interactions) and the employment of the augmented
arm-sleeve (With the Augmented Arm-sleeve versus Without the Augmented ArmSleeve).

for the drawn elements shared by the other user. We identiﬁed this mode as most
suitable for a collaborative task where users can share several responses, such
as emotions via haptic reactions. In the FD mode, we activate the SMA plaster
matrix when the user hovers the hand over the boundaries (edges) of the drawn
elements. This mode is more suited for single-user interactions.
3.3

Interaction Space

Jammify incorporates a combination of two types of inputs to the system (depth
camera and FSR matrix), as well as two output modalities controlled by the
system (light display and SMA matrix), as mentioned above. In this section, we
suggest how these interactions can be combined: Single-user Interactions versus
Two-user Interactions in terms of the number of users, and With the Augmented
Arm-sleeve versus Without the Augmented Arm-Sleeve in terms of the utilization
of the Augmented Arm-sleeve. Depending on the design requirements, Jammify
can refer to diﬀerent combinations of operation modes (as shown in Fig. 4)
to facilitate various types of applications. We choose three potential types of
applications that Jammify can assist; Collaborative tasks where users can work
together or a single user can collaborate with Jammify, Competitive tasks in
which two users can compete with each other or a single user can compete with
Jammify, and Exploratory tasks where single users can free-play with Jammify.
Collaborative Tasks: Research work on collaborative drawing runs back several decades [60,68], and its potential to support creativity is well established
[19,76]. In Jammify, when a pair of users interact with the system in a collaborative task, we propose One-to-One (O2O) as the depth camera mapping
mechanism to draw on the canvas freely, Shared-View (SV) as the display mode
for the shared view, Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G) mapping of the FSR matrix,
and Feeling-User (FU) mode as the SMA matrix conﬁguration to share real-time
haptic responses. Similarly, a single user can also accomplish a collaborative task
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with Jammify. In this case, Jammify provides a prepared low-resolution image,
allowing the user to modify the drawing as needed. In contrast to the two-user
condition, we suggest maintaining the light display mode as the Own-View (OV)
mode and the depth camera mapping as One-to-One (O2O) in the single-user
mode. When a single-user uses an augmented arm-sleeve, it can only operate in
the Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode.
Competitive Tasks: Competition tends to have positive eﬀects on creativity
[4,22]. For a competitive task, such as two users engaging in a drawing competition with each other, we propose Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) as the mapping
mechanism to collage abstract illustration, Own-View (OV) as the display mode
for having two independent views, and Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode as the SMA
matrix setting for users to feel the drawing in an abstract way independently.
One person can compete with Jammify to complete a given abstract illustration
as quickly as possible. The combination of One-to-One (O2O) depth camera
mapping mechanism, Own-View (OV) display mode, and Feeling-Drawing (FD)
mode is an exemplar for a single user interaction in this case.
Exploratory Tasks: Exploratory interactions associated with drawings have
been shown to be applicable in playful interactions [23,77]. Likewise, in the
exploratory mode of Jammify, such as a free-hand drawing interaction, users
can free-play with the system without a particular objective. We propose One-toOne (O2O) as the depth camera conﬁguration, Own-View (OV) as the display
mode for the individual view, and Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode as the SMA
matrix setting for the user to feel the drawing on the forearm. In the same way,
users can engage in a simpler interplay with Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) depth
camera mode to create more abstract artworks by performing free-hand gestures
mentioned above.

4

Evaluation

The goal of this user study is to understand users’ perception of the digital art
jamming experience Jammify provides. Ten participants (8 males and 2 females)
aged between 22 and 38 years (M = 29.7, SD = 4.29) were recruited, and among
them, four participants had previous experience with interactive displays. The
jamming-canvas was deployed right beside the entrance of our institute and
the user study was also conducted at the same location. At the beginning of the
study, we explained the study details, instructions, and objectives to each participant. We explore several conﬁgurations including: Arm-sleeve availability (With
the Augmented Arm-sleeve, Without the Augmented Arm-sleeve), and Types of
the task (Collaborative, Competitive, Exploratory). Altogether, each participant
went through six diﬀerent scenarios; 2 Arm-sleeve availability × 3 Types of the
tasks (See Fig. 5). In Collaborative tasks, an experimenter acted as the external
person behind the screen. However, participants were unaware of this. We only
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Fig. 5. Participants were engaged in three types of tasks: Collaborative, Competitive,
and Exploratory. a) In the Collaborative task, users were given a partly completed
drawing to complete as a collaborator. b) We provided a monochrome image to ﬁll with
colours in 30 s in Competitive tasks. c) The Exploratory task allowed the participants
to interact with the jamming-canvas as they wish. d) All of the above mentioned tasks
were conducted in two conditions With and Without the arm-sleeve.

informed them that an anonymous external person would be collaborating with
them. In Competitive tasks, participants were asked to ﬁll a monochrome image
with colors within 30 s. To increase the competitiveness, we told them that their
colouring will be evaluated. In Exploratory tasks, participants were allowed to
interact with the display freely. The study took approximately one-hour per participant. After each condition, the participants ﬁlled out a questionnaire, asking
about the emotions expressed through the interactions, negative and positive
experiences, and comments on drawn illustrations. The quotes were collected
using a questionnaire where participants were asked to select the most preferred
mode and the reason for the selection at the end of the user study.
4.1

Results and Discussion

Exploratory Mode Preferred by Most Participants: When we asked participants about their favourite digital art jamming mode, the majority (nine out
of ten) declared that they enjoyed the Exploratory task with the augmented
arm-sleeve the most. They reported the reason as being the “freedom” they had
during the task. For example, P1: “I had complete freedom”, and P4 :“ It gave me
freedom of drawing, so I was able to draw what came into my mind”. The freedom
that the Exploratory mode gives may also have awakened their creativity, which
the majority of participants enjoyed. P8: “I like exploratory mode. It doesn’t
have an explicit task. So no pressure, more creativity”. Only one participant felt
that the Exploratory task required more eﬀort since they needed to complete the
drawing solely by themselves. The majority of participants preferred the Collaborative task, as it was less diﬃcult. They speciﬁcally mentioned that users could
acquire more support for the drawings in this mode, especially for those who lack
the conﬁdence in their artistic skill. P2: “I’m not good at drawing. Therefore,
drawing with someone else gave me conﬁdence and help me to do a better job at
drawing”. None of the participants mentioned that they liked Competitive mode.
The reason behind this could be the induced temporal cognitive load created by
asking them to ﬁnish the task within 30 s, which was not a lot of time to awaken
their creativity, compared to Exploratory or Collaborative (For example, refer
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P8’s statement above). Furthermore, many participants found that they could
not enjoy the touch feedback during the Competitive mode. P4 : “Competitive
felt hurried so I really was not able to respond to the touch feedback, but I could
respond accordingly for the other modes. I enjoyed it”.
Augmented Arm-Sleeve Enhanced the Experience: In terms of the user
experience with the augmented arm-sleeve combined with digital art jamming, all
participants identiﬁed this as the most preferred mode compared to Without the
Augmented Arm-sleeve setting. This was also reﬂected during the questionnaire
when participants used terms such as “nice haptic feedback” (P8), “great combination” (P5), and “amusing feedback” (P7) to describe the haptic sensations
generated by the arm-sleeve. Participants also noted that the haptic sensation
blended with the visual stimulations induced a unique interactive experience.
For example, P6: “It felt more interactive. I felt I can explore stuﬀ in a new
way. It allowed me to be more creative and play around”, P7: “amusing feedback
generated by the arm sleeve made it more interactive”. Moreover, the participant who liked the Collaborative task mentioned that the arm sleeve gave him a
feeling of the presence of his counterpart, who interacts with him from the other
side of the wall (in this case, experimenter). This shows that the augmented arm
sleeve enhanced the participants’ experience in two main ways: increased the
liveliness of the jamming experience, and increased the sense of presence of a
partner interacting from the other side of the wall. Therefore, the participants’
comments further conﬁrm that the augmented arm-sleeve did not help them during the Competitive task (P2, P5). The greater focus on the competitive visual
task caused users not to perceive the haptic sensation, thus making Jammify less
entertaining. Moreover, some of the participants enjoyed the warmth generated
in the arm-sleeve as a pleasing add-on. P6:“warmth generated in the arm-sleeve
felt pleasant as the environment was cold”. This could also be due to users perceiving the warm sensation as a touch from a physical hand, allowing us to close
the perceived gap between users, even with social distancing.
Other Observations: We observed several notable incidents while implementing the jamming-canvas at our institute’s entrance and during the user studies. As the researchers in our institute passed by, they approached us with
many queries about the set-up and the technological aspects of Jammify. These
inquiries led us to believe that, despite the fact researchers generally lean towards
science and technology as opposed to art, Jammify could nevertheless spark
a sense of curiosity regarding its implementation and deployment. After the
deployment of the set-up, even individuals from non-technical backgrounds,
such as cleaners, delivery persons, and security guards tried to interact with
the jamming-canvas. Although we thought participants would be overwhelmed
after the one-hour user study, most were still interested in playing with the system post-study. These instances showcase that peoples’ desire to interact with
Jammify can potentially bridge two important gaps; the ﬁrst is the gap of social
distancing by allowing multi-sensory interaction between users, and the second
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being the gap between users who are and are not artistically or technologically
inclined.
Design Implications: We discuss the design implications derived using the
observations and results extracted during the design process and user study
of Jammify. We learned that users did not have to physically touch the display necessarily; however, it is essential to support multiple users and show the
resulting interaction between the users. Thus, when designing multi-user performative interactions [65], sharing the resulting outcome among all the users
would improve the overall interaction depending on the context. Also, the illustrations projected on the large display need not be realistic. Greater abstraction
in patterns are suitable as long as users can make a connection to their actions.
With simple, yet never ending abstract patterns, users will ﬁnd the system playful, and it would support attracting users to engage with the system. Similarly,
we found that any form of pre-assigned tasks for the interaction should be minimised; rather, free-form interplay should be prioritised. Also, a system such as
an interactive public wall should have easy access and allow for simple casual
creativity among multiple users. The interaction should reﬂect this.
Nevertheless, employing an augmented arm-sleeve to enable a touch interface
showed that users prefer a multi-modal feedback approach. However, there are
challenges when incorporating a wearable device that users share in a crowdbased system. An ideal solution would be providing the device in the form of
a disposable layer, such as a skin wrap. Such an alternative approach would
remove hygiene concerns, necessity of sanitizing hands, and cleaning the device
each time. Although it has practical challenges, haptics, in particular, provide
enormously beneﬁcial opportunities amidst the pandemic.
Limitations and Future Work: We acknowledge that our current number of
participants is lacking for an in-depth quantitative analysis, largely due to the
pandemic situation. Thus, we plan to reserve that for future works, including a
study on long-term deployment. With the forearm augmentation, we employed
the same pair of forearm sleeves for all the participants to wear. We spent a
signiﬁcant amount of time ensuring they were suﬃciently hygienic. Hygiene concerns made us realise the challenging task of re-designing the system to be either
easily sterilisable or disposable. Furthermore, users may sense a slight warmth on
the skin from the heat generated in the SMA wires, although there is a thermal
protective layer in the forearm augmentation just above the skin. Additionally,
some of participants commented on the brightness of the jamming-canvas in low
light conditions. In the future, this can be resolved by employing an ambient
light sensor in the implementation. Currently, the system does not restrict the
drawing privileges of users. Users are permitted to draw anything in public,
potentially resulting in obscene drawings. In the future, these concerns can be
avoided using a machine learning algorithm.
The current implementation of the arm-sleeve can be problematic for hygiene,
yet from an interaction design standpoint, we ﬁnd the subtle touch sensation
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from the sleeves to be quite crucial while social distancing. Although this proofof-concept augmented arm-sleeve provides many advantages, improving the system usability in the real-world context requires more work. Those limitations can
be overcome by manufacturing and designing the device in a sterilisable or disposable manner. In the user study, we ensured that our current implementation
was suﬃciently disinfected for users to interact with Jammify.

5

Conclusion

We developed Jammify, a multi-sensory system that enable users to share their
remote touch sensations via an augmented arm-sleeve, while they engage in a
collaborative drawing activity on a jamming-canvas that consists of a two-sided
light display. The overall system provides multi-user interaction possibilities by
enabling users to interact with free-hand gestures on each side of the wall in
several modes, such as own-view and shared-view. The user interactions were
promising, as this unique art-jamming system delivers an assertive experience to
the users. We evaluated Jammify with ten participants in three diﬀerent modes:
Collaborative, Competitive, and Exploratory. We found that the Exploratory
mode was most preferred by participants. Also, based on the ﬁndings, we concluded that the augmented arm sleeve enhanced the user experience with Jammify. As it maintains appropriate social distancing, we envision the concept of
Jammify as a blend of haptic and visual modalities in large scale public interactive designs so that users may still create content together in these troubling
times.
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